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In-floor Radiant Heating
Super-insulated concrete floor contains Geo-
exchange system which provides ground source
heating and cooling

Building Envelope
Stone cladding used on the ground floor to
increase thermal mass of living spaces on ground
level allowing for natural heating and cooling.
Eco-trend collagen paint free of VOC's

LOUNGE

GARDENS
Vertical gardens and balcony gardens to reduce
building impact.

Roof
Solar tiles used to provide electricty to the home.
Polystrene insulation between and above rafters

Water Reclamation
Atlantis Water Management System to collect
rainwater for recycling to water the garden

Rumford Fireplace
LEED compliant

Native Landscaping
Most of the site left in its natural state with native
plants which require no additional water

Building Envelope
Interior walls constructed with
wool bricks.Triple glazed large
windows to increase energy
efficiency and allow natural
light. Perforated ceiling to allow
for stack effect

PASSAGE OFFICE

BEDROOM 2 PASSAGE

ENTRANCE

Airpocket above ceiling

BALCONY

COVERED PATIO

DOUBLE
VOLUME

Stand boundary demarcated by a hedge rather than using the traditional unsustainable brick and motar.

Vertical gardens for vegetables used to increase garden area and also free up the site for functions wether social or other.

Drive way not paved but rather alternates between grass and gravel to allow natural drainage on site. Bicycle track runs
infront of site to promote cycling.

Solar LED lights used to light up the site at night. Sun shading device on Eastern facade. Solar tiles used to absorb solar radiation
from all directions

The site is primed for human interaction with play areas, braai area, outdoor sitting spaces and overlooking balconies. Acrylic pool & pool deck allow interaction between both levels. Stone cladded wall provides thermal mass for natural heating & cooling. Balcony gardens bring back some of the vegetation which was disturbed during construction. Solar water heaters on roof.

 Deciduos vegetation which does not require extra water used for landscaping. Grey water is filtered using bio-sand filters
and used to irrigate the rest of site
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BIO-SAND FILTER
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